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Dissociating medial frontal and posterior
cingulate activity during self-reflection
Marcia K. Johnson, Carol L. Raye, Karen J. Mitchell, Sharon R. Touryan, Erich J. Greene, and
Susan Nolen-Hoeksema
Yale University, CT, USA
Motivationally significant agendas guide perception, thought and behaviour, helping one to define a ’self’ and to regulate
interactions with the environment. To investigate neural correlates of thinking about such agendas, we asked participants to
think about their hopes and aspirations (promotion focus) or their duties and obligations (prevention focus) during functional
magnetic resonance imaging and compared these self-reflection conditions with a distraction condition in which participants
thought about non-self-relevant items. Self-reflection resulted in greater activity than distraction in dorsomedial frontal/anterior
cingulate cortex and posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus, consistent with previous findings of activity in these areas during
self-relevant thought. For additional medial areas, we report new evidence of a double dissociation of function between medial
prefrontal/anterior cingulate cortex, which showed relatively greater activity to thinking about hopes and aspirations, and
posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus, which showed relatively greater activity to thinking about duties and obligations. One
possibility is that activity in medial prefrontal cortex is associated with instrumental or agentic self-reflection, whereas posterior
medial cortex is associated with experiential self-reflection. Another, not necessarily mutually exclusive, possibility is that
medial prefrontal cortex is associated with a more inward-directed focus, while posterior cingulate is associated with a more
outward-directed, social or contextual focus.
Keywords: self-reflection; medial frontal cortex; posterior cingulate cortex; precuneus; regulatory focus; rumination

There has been considerable interest recently in the neural
correlates of the ‘self ’, and results across a number of studies
indicate that both anterior medial cortex (medial frontal
gyrus and/or anterior cingulate cortex) and posterior medial
cortex (posterior cingulate cortex and/or precuneus) are
involved in self-referential processing (e.g. Ochsner et al.,
2005; Vogt and Laureys, 2005). For example, Johnson et al.
(2002) reported greater activity in these areas when
participants answered yes/no questions about whether
traits, attitudes and abilities were characteristic of them
(e.g. I often forget things) than when they answered general
semantic knowledge questions (e.g. You need water to live).
Fossati et al. (2003) reported medial prefrontal and posterior
cingulate activity associated with evaluating positive and
negative traits for self-relevance vs for social desirability.
Macrae et al. (2004) showed that activity in medial
prefrontal cortex during evaluation of the self-relevance of
traits was greater for those traits judged to be self-relevant
than for those judged not to be self-relevant and was greater
for those subsequently recognized compared with those
subsequently forgotten. Collectively, these and other findings
(e.g. Craik et al., 1999) suggest that anterior and posterior
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medial cortical areas are recruited during self-reflective
thought. Furthermore, these areas often appear to ‘deactivate’ during cognitive tasks, which has led to the suggestion
that self-reflective thought may be a common ‘default mode’
when individuals are not otherwise engaged (e.g. Gusnard
et al., 2001). Activity in medial prefrontal cortex is also
observed in tasks in which participants make judgments
about others, especially close ‘others’ (Ochsner et al., 2005),
or people they see as similar to themselves (Mitchell et al.,
2005); these findings are consistent with the idea that people
draw on self-reflection in understanding others (e.g. Frith
and Frith, 2001; Mitchell et al., 2005).
In spite of this growing evidence that both anterior and
posterior medial areas are involved in self-referential thought
(see Macrae et al., 2004; Ochsner et al., 2005 for reviews of
findings focusing on medial frontal areas, and Vogt and
Laureys, 2005; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006, for reviews
focusing on medial posterior areas), the relative roles and
specific functions of anterior and posterior medial regions
during self-reflection remain to be clarified. One approach to
clarifying functions of these brain regions is to contrast
judgments of the self with the same judgments about others
(Ochsner et al., 2004, 2005). Another approach is to contrast
different types of judgments about the same targets
(e.g. mentalistic vs perceptual, Mitchell et al., 2005). A
third approach, which we have taken here, is to contrast
different types of self-relevant thoughts, in this case, about
one’s agendas (i.e. goals, e.g. Johnson and Reeder, 1997).
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Medial frontal and posterior cortex during self-reflection
Motivationally significant agendas guide our perception,
thought and behaviour, helping to define a ‘self’ and to
regulate our interactions with others and the general
environment. As discussed above, studies investigating
neural correlates of self-relevant processing often ask
participants for judgments about the self-relevance of
traits. However, in characterizing a self, an individual’s
agendas (e.g. to have a family, become an actor, keep
healthy, pay the bills) are perhaps as equally important as
their traits and are a frequent target of self-reflection in
everyday life. Furthermore, just as there are a multitude
of traits that can describe a self, there are a multitude
of potential agendas, from the immediate (e.g. finding a
restaurant) to the longer term [e.g. making progress on a life
task (Cantor and Kihlstrom, 1987) or achieving a possible
future self (Markus and Nurius, 1986)].
Nevertheless, at a relatively abstract level of categorization,
agendas may be divided into two broad classes based on
the two self-regulatory, motivational systems proposed
by Higgins (1997, 1998): promotion and prevention. A
promotion orientation is associated with seeking advancement and accomplishment, whereas a prevention orientation
is associated with concerns of safety and responsibility. This
distinction is based on the idea that while individuals
generally approach pleasure and avoid pain, the nature and
relative importance of seeking pleasure and avoiding pain
differs across individuals and within individuals across
situations (see also Carver and White, 1994).
The idea of variation in individuals’ regulatory focus
highlights the difference between agendas and traits; two
people could both be described by the trait ‘planful’, but
planful about what? A person with a predominantly
promotion focus would be more likely to be planful about
attaining positive rewards or outcomes, while a person with
a predominantly prevention focus would be more likely
to be planful about avoiding negative events or outcomes.
Although a promotion or prevention focus may dominate,
the aspects of the self that are active change dynamically
across situations (e.g. Markus and Wurf, 1987), thus most
individuals have both promotion and prevention agendas.
For example, the same person can hold both the hope
of becoming rich (a promotion agenda) and the duty
to support an aging parent (a prevention agenda), or the
aspiration to be a good citizen and the obligation to be
a well-informed voter. As individuals, hopes and aspirations
and duties and obligations make up a large part of our
mental life and constitute the motivational scaffolding for
much of our behaviour.
Higgins and colleagues have reported a number of
findings from behavioural studies consistent with their
self-regulatory framework (e.g. Higgins et al., 1997; Shah and
Higgins, 2001; Freitas and Higgins, 2002). For example,
Freitas and Higgins (2002) found that individuals rated a
search task as more enjoyable when the goal was framed to
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be consistent with their orientation (e.g. finding helpful
elements for promotion-focused individuals and finding
harmful elements for prevention-focused individuals).
Rating the emotionality of words was faster when ratings
were along orientation-consistent emotional dimensions
(Shah and Higgins, 2001).
A recent neuroimaging study provides converging
evidence that self-regulatory focus influences attentional
processes and affective responses. Cunningham et al. (2005)
found that during an evaluative task in which participants
made judgments about the valence of concepts (e.g. recycling,
terrorism, love, affirmative action), activity in the amygdala,
anterior cingulate cortex and extra-striate cortex was
correlated with the participants’ scores on a later promotion/prevention questionnaire. Specifically, a promotion
focus was associated with sensitivity to positive stimuli in
these regions and a prevention focus was associated with
sensitivity to negative stimuli in these same regions,
suggesting that regulatory focus may tune a single neural
system to detect motivationally significant stimuli. Although
the Cunningham et al. (2005) study provides support for the
idea that self-regulatory orientation modulates processing of
externally presented stimuli, to our knowledge, the neural
activity associated with self-reflection in the context of a
promotion focus vs a prevention focus has not been
investigated.
The present studies investigated neural activity when
participants were asked to think about self-relevant agendas
related to either a promotion (think about your hopes and
aspirations) or prevention (think about your duties and
obligations) focus. We compared neural activity associated
with thinking about these two different types of self-relevant
agendas and with thinking about non-self-relevant topics
(distraction). We expected greater activity in anterior and/or
posterior medial regions associated with these two selfreflection conditions compared with the distraction control
condition because thinking about one’s agendas, like
thinking about one’s traits, is self-referential. Such a finding
would also be consistent, for example, with Luu and
Tucker’s (2004) proposal that both anterior cingulate and
posterior cingulate cortex contribute to action regulation
by representing goals and expectancies.
Clinical findings also suggest that there should be
differences in neural activity associated with self-reflection
vs distraction. Behavioural data show that the distraction
manipulation used here provides a short-term reduction of
negative self-relevant thought in people prone to depression,
with a concomitant reduction in depressed mood (NolenHoeksema, 2004). If distraction reduces self-focused rumination, we might expect to find less activity in brain areas
associated with self-focus in distraction compared with selfreflection conditions.
In Experiment 1, self-reflection was induced prior to
scanning using a between subjects essay task that focused
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some participants on their hopes and aspirations (promotion focus) and others on their duties and obligations
(prevention focus) (Freitas and Higgins, 2002). These
promotion and prevention inductions, like the rumination
inductions used in behavioural studies of depression
(e.g. Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004), encouraged attention to the
self but were more goal-directed than those typically used in
rumination studies (e.g. where participants might be asked
to think about how they are feeling). During scanning, short
periods of self-reflection about the pre-scan essay agenda
were intermixed with distraction. The distraction condition
used items (e.g. think about polar bears fishing) from the
standard distraction condition in previous behavioural
rumination studies (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004). Experiment 2
was a completely within-subjects design in which there was
no pre-scan essay induction phase. Rather, focus was
induced ‘online’ with randomly intermixed promotion,
prevention and distraction prompts. Experiment 2 thus
provided information about whether the same regions were
identified in promotion and prevention self-focus when
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participants were asked to flexibly consider both promotion
and prevention agendas on different trials as when a single
type of self-focus was repeatedly engaged over an extended
period, as in Experiment 1. In both experiments, marked
differences in patterns of neural activity in anterior and
posterior medial cortex during self-reflection compared with
distraction were observed, as well as a double dissociation
between anterior and posterior medial regions in the relative
activity levels during promotion and prevention focused
self-reflection.
RESULTS
In Experiment 1, there was an area of dorsomedial PFC
(Figure 1A) and an area of precuneus/posterior cingulate
cortex (Figure 1B) that each showed greater activity in the
self-reflection conditions than the distraction condition, and
no difference between the two self-reflection conditions.
In contrast, in other medial areas, a dissociation was found
between self-reflection conditions: an area of anterior

Fig. 1 Experiment 1. (A) Area of medial frontal gyrus extending into anterior cingulate gyrus (0, 45, 32) identified as showing a condition  time interaction (P < 0.00001) with
greater activation in self-reflection than distraction conditions. (B) Area of precuneus/posterior cingulate gyrus (8, 66, 28) identified as showing a condition  time
interaction (P < 0.00001) with greater activation in self-reflection than distraction conditions. (C) Area of anterior cingulate gyrus and medial frontal gyrus (1, 45, 4) identified
as showing a focus  condition  time interaction (P < 0.01); subsequent comparisons showed self-reflection > distraction within promotion (P < 0.004) and selfreflection ¼ distraction within prevention. (D) Area of posterior cingulate gyrus (1, 34, 20) identified as showing a focus  condition  time interaction (P < 0.01);
subsequent comparisons showed self-reflection > distraction within prevention (P < 0.001) and self-reflection ¼ distraction within promotion.
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Table 1 Brain areas identified in Experiment 1
Anatomical area
Promotion > distraction; prevention ¼ distraction
1C
Anterior cingulate, medial frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus (superior occipital gyrus)
Promotion ¼ distraction; prevention > distraction
1D
Posterior cingulate
Precuneus
Middle (inferior) occipital gyrus
Promotion < distraction; prevention ¼ distraction
Fusiform gyrus
Fusiform gyrus (lingual gyrus)
Promotion ¼ distraction; prevention < distraction
Middle frontal gyrus
Inferior frontal gyrus
Self-reflection > distraction
1A
Dorsomedial frontal gyrus (anterior cingulate)
1B
Precuneus/posterior cingulate, cuneus
Superior temporal gyrus
Middle/inferior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus (angular gyrus, superior temporal gyrus)
Self-reflection < distraction
Temporal pole
Fusiform gyrus/parahippocampal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus
Fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus
Amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus, lentiform nucleus, superior temporal gyrus
Precentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus (middle frontal gyrus/superior temporal gyrus)
Middle (inferior) frontal gyrus
Middle (inferior) frontal gyrus
Precentral gyrus (inferior frontal gyrus)
Inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus, postcentral gyrus)
Inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus, postcentral gyrus)
Cingulate gyrus
Intraparietal sulcus

H

BA

x

y

z

max F

M
L

32, 10 (24, 25/11)
39, 19

1
42

45
74

4
24

4.71
4.71

M
L
L

23 (29, 30)
31, 7 (19)
19 (18)

1
20
42

34
70
82

20
28
4

4.46
3.65
4.33

R
L

37
37, 19

34
27

66
46

19
15

4.08
3.56

L
R

10/46
45/46

42
49

45
24

8
20

4.34
2.94

M
M
L
L
L
L
L

9 (8/10, 24, 32)
31 (7/23/18)
38
21/20
21
10, 46
39 (22)

0
8
35
54
50
27
46

45
66
24
8
30
49
66

32
28
27
23
4
16
32

8.11
34.74
6.88
7.14
7.91
8.10
15.73

L
R
L
L
R
R
L
L
L
R
M
L

20, 36, 38, 28
36, 37, 21
37, 19, 21 (20, 36)
amyg, 35, 38
6, 44 (9, 38/42)
46 (9, 10)
46 (9, 45, 8)
6 (44)
40 (2)
40 (2)
24
7

31
49
50
31
45
45
42
46
54
53
4
27

8
50
58
1
2
35
35
2
38
34
2
70

34
8
11
11
36
12
16
24
40
44
36
40

7.79
17.34
31.11
7.30
16.18
10.53
10.56
18.53
15.61
13.17
8.19
6.34

Superscripts in column 1 indicate corresponding figure. Areas showed a focus  condition  time interaction with a minimum of six contiguous voxels each significant at
P < 0.01, or a condition  time interaction with a minimum of six contiguous voxels each significant at P < 0.00001 (Forman et al., 1995). For identified areas, contrasts
between conditions were performed on percent signal change at times 5, 6, 7 from time 1, P < 0.05. H, hemisphere; L, left; M, medial; R, right; BA, Brodmann area. For each
area of activation, the major anatomical regions and BA numbers are listed in descending order of approximate size, with areas of approximately equal size indicated by a slash
(parentheses indicate a small extent relative to other areas listed). Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) are shown for the voxel with the maximum F-value (BA area in bold) in each
area of activation. In keeping with SCAN-recommended nomenclature, z > 27 (dorsomedial PFC), 10 < z < 27 (medial PFC), and z < 10 (ventromedial PFC).

cingulate, medial frontal cortex (Figure 1C) showed
greater activity during self-reflection than during
distraction in the promotion focus group but not the
prevention focus group, and an area of posterior cingulate
(Figure 1D) and an area of precuneus (Table 1) showed
greater activity during self-reflection than distraction in
the prevention focus group but not the promotion focus
group.
Figure 2 shows data from medial cortical regions
identified in Experiment 2. Again, an area of anterior
cingulate/dorsomedial PFC (Figure 2A) and an area of
posterior cingulate, precuneus (Figure 2B) showed greater
activity during self-reflection than distraction, and no
difference between promotion and prevention conditions.

In contrast, in other medial areas, we found greater activity
for the promotion than prevention condition (anterior
cingulate, Figure 2C) and greater activity for the prevention
than promotion condition (lingual gyrus, posterior
cingulate, Figure 2D). The local maximum of the medial
PFC region showing the largest promotion > prevention
difference in Experiment 2 (Talairach coordinates: x ¼ 2,
y ¼ 39, z ¼ 1) was within two voxels of the local maximum
in Experiment 1 (1, 45, 4). The local maximum of the
posterior medial region showing the largest prevention >
promotion difference in Experiment 2 (10, 53, 2) was
more inferior and posterior than the local maximum found
in Experiment 1 (1, 34, 20). Both regions (Figures 1D
and 2D) were, however, anterior to those showing equal
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Fig. 2 Experiment 2. (A, C) Areas of anterior cingulate and medial frontal gyrus identified as showing a condition  time interaction (P < 0.001) in which the dorsal area
(A: 2, 24, 31) showed promotion ¼ prevention > distraction and the medial area (C: 2, 39, 1) showed promotion > prevention > distraction (P < 0.04). (B, D) Areas including
precuneus, posterior cingulate/cuneus identified in condition  time interaction (P < 0.001) in which the more superior/posterior area (B: 6, 68, 23) showed
prevention ¼ promotion > distraction (P < 0.001) and a more inferior/anterior area (D: 10, 53, 2) showed prevention > promotion ¼ distraction (P < 0.03).

activation in promotion and prevention conditions
(Figures 1B and 2B).1
A double dissociation was found when participants were
cued to think about promotion and prevention agendas on
different trials for the first time during scanning
(Experiment 2) and when they spent several minutes
thinking about either promotion or prevention agendas
before scanning (Experiment 1), indicating that it results
from what participants are thinking about during the scan
and not from some general effect (e.g. mood) carried over
from the pre-scan period of self-reflection. However, the fact
that the anterior medial region showing greater activity when
participants thought about hopes and aspirations was more
similar across experiments than the posterior medial region
showing greater activity when participants thought about
duties and obligations suggests that perhaps posterior medial
1
Using regions identified in Experiment 1 as a mask for analysing the data from Experiment 2, there was
greater activity on promotion than prevention (P < 0.03) and distraction (P < 0.02) and no difference between
prevention and distraction for the region shown in Figure 1C, and greater activity on both promotion
(P < 0.004) and prevention (P < 0.001) trials than distraction, with no difference between promotion and
prevention trials for the region shown in Figure 1D. Differences between experiments in the location of the
posterior medial region relatively more active during prevention trials (and differences in shapes of timelines
in all conditions) may reflect interesting differences depending on whether participants focus on both hopes
and duties during scanning (as in Experiment 2) or only on hopes or duties (as in Experiment 1), and/or on
whether or not they have thought in some detail in advance about such agendas (as in Experiment 1) or only
think about them during the scanning phase (as in Experiment 2).

cortex is more sensitive to a within vs between subjects
manipulation of self-reflection than is anterior medial
cortex.
We also obtained participants’ prevention and promotion
scores on a brief questionnaire assessing more chronic
promotion and prevention orientation (Cunningham et al.,
2004). For each participant for each region in Figure 1 or
Figure 2, we found the maximum percent change in each
trial and averaged across trials. These mean peak percent
changes were correlated with the promotion and prevention
orientation scores. In Experiment 1, promotion orientation
scores were positively correlated with activity in medial PFC
(area shown in Figure 1C) during promotion trials, r ¼ 0.69,
P < 0.04, suggesting that activity in this area may reflect a
combination of state and trait factors. No other correlations
approached significance.
Although anterior and posterior medial regions are of
primary interest here, other regions identified in the whole
brain analyses of Experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Tables 1
and 2, respectively.
Pre-scan essays (Experiment 1)
The pre-scan essays of the promotion and prevention groups
were coded for content. They did not differ in the total
number of codes assigned (Ms ¼ 112.67 and 120.80, for
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Table 2 Brain areas identified in Experiment 2
Anatomical area
Promotion > prevention ¼ distraction
2C
Anterior cingulate
Prevention > promotion ¼ distraction
2D
Lingual gyrus (posterior cingulate, parahippocampus)
Self-reflection > distraction
2A
Anterior cingulate/dorsomedial frontal gyrus
2B
Posterior cingulate, cuneus, precuneus
Middle, superior temporal gyrus
Self-reflection < distraction
Fusiform gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus, middle temporal gyrus
Amygdala (hippocampus)
Fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus
Inferior frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus (middle occipital gyrus)
Inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus)
Inferior frontal gyrus (precentral gyrus)
Precentral gyrus
Precentral gyrus/posterior central gyrus

H

BA

M

32 (24)

M

x

y

z

max F

2

39

1

4.11

19, 18/30, 29

10

53

2

3.78

M
M
L

32 (6, 10)
31/18, 23 (30, 29)
39, 22

2
6
46

24
68
58

31
23
18

3.98
13.24
3.63

L
L
R
L
L
L
R
L
R

37, 19
amyg, 34
37, 21
45
39 (19)
40
44 (6)
6
4, 3

49
24
55
45
33
58
45
44
35

51
4
47
26
69
43
6
4
22

13
16
8
14
10
43
27
26
43

10.37
3.32
4.51
3.28
3.09
4.62
4.26
3.30
4.02

Superscripts in the first column indicate corresponding figure. Areas showed a condition  time interaction with a minimum of six contiguous voxels each significant at P < 0.001
(Forman et al., 1995). For identified areas, contrasts between conditions were performed on percent signal change at times 5, 6, 7 from time 1, P < 0.05. H, hemisphere; L, left;
M, medial; R, right; BA, Brodmann area. For each area of activation, the major anatomical regions and BA numbers are listed in descending order of approximate size, with areas
of approximately equal size indicated by a slash (parentheses indicate a small extent relative to other areas listed). Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) are shown for the voxel with the
maximum F-value (BA area in bold) in each area of activation. In keeping with SCAN-recommended nomenclature, z > 27 (dorsomedial PFC), 10 < z < 27 (medial PFC),
and z < 10 (ventromedial PFC).

promotion and prevention, respectively, t [17] ¼ 0.48).
Participants asked to write about their hopes and aspirations
referred more often to mental activities or emotional
responses (‘think’, ‘worry’, etc.) than those asked to write
about their duties and responsibilities (Ms 6.33 and 3.00,
respectively, t [17] ¼ 3.27, P < 0.005). In contrast, participants asked to write about duties and obligations tended to
refer more often to others (Ms ¼ 4.20 and 2.33, respectively,
t [17] ¼ 1.76, P < 0.09). No other coding categories
approached significance.
DISCUSSION
As noted in the introduction, activity in various regions of
medial anterior and posterior cortex has been associated
with self-referential processing (e.g. Macrae et al., 2004;
Ochsner et al., 2005; Vogt and Laureys, 2005; Cavanna and
Trimble, 2006). Consistent with these previous findings, in
Experiments 1 and 2, we found that two types of selfreflection, thinking about hopes and aspirations (promotion
focus) and thinking about duties and obligations (prevention focus), showed greater activity than a non-selfreferential distraction condition in dorsomedial PFC and
posterior cingulate/precuneus.
A novel finding in both experiments was that, relative to
distraction, a more inferior area of medial PFC was more
active during promotion oriented self-reflection and an area
of posterior cingulate was more active during prevention
oriented self-reflection. Given the procedural differences

between Experiments 1 and 2 (self-reflection focus was
manipulated between participants in Experiment 1 and
within participants in Experiment 2; participants wrote a
self-reflective essay in advance of scanning in Experiment 1
and did not engage in self-reflection prior to scanning in
Experiment 2), the replication of a double dissociation
between the type of self-reflection (promotion vs prevention)
and activity in medial PFC vs posterior cingulate regions
is particularly striking.
Ochsner et al. (2005) and Mitchell et al. (2005) recently
speculated that different regions of medial PFC may have
somewhat different functions. Ochsner et al. (2005)
subdivided medial PFC into ventral (z < 10) and dorsal
(z > 10) regions and proposed that they may be involved
in maintaining different types of representations, with
ventromedial PFC maintaining representations of affective
and motivational states and dorsomedial PFC maintaining
more symbolic representations involved in describing and
reasoning about these states. Mitchell et al. (2005), using
what appears to be a division along the z-dimension of about
17 [see Table 4 in Mitchell et al. (2005)], suggested that
ventromedial PFC activity may be associated with selfreferential processing and dorsomedial PFC activity may
‘instantiate more universally applicable social-cognitive
processes’ (p. 1311). In Tables 1 and 2, we have followed
the suggested nomenclature for Social Cognitive and
Affective Neuroscience that divides anterior medial PFC into
three regions: ventromedial PFC (z < 10), medial PFC
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(10 < z < 27) and dorsomedial PFC (z > 27). Thus the area
of medial PFC for which we found greater sensitivity to
thinking about hopes and aspirations than to thinking about
duties and obligations (Figures 1C and 2C), falls within the
region labelled ventromedial by Ochsner et al. (2005) and
Mitchell et al. (2005). If, compared with dorsomedial PFC, a
more inferior medial (or ventromedial) region is more
specifically self-referential or more associated with motivation, then our findings would suggest that for our young
adult participants, hopes and aspirations may be more
closely related to the sense of self than duties and obligations,
or that they are more motivated or emotionally engaged by
thinking about hopes and aspirations than duties and
obligations (Figures 1C and 2C).
In addition to providing evidence that further specifies the
dissociation of function between different regions of anterior
medial frontal cortex, our findings provide new evidence
that different areas of posterior medial cortex may also
subserve different functions with respect to self-reflective
processing. In both Experiments 1 and 2, the posterior
medial regions (Figures 1D and 2D) in which thinking about
duties and obligations resulted in relatively greater activity
than thinking about hopes and aspirations were somewhat
anterior and inferior to those regions that were equally active
for both types of self-reflection (Figures 1B and 2B). There is
emerging evidence of differences in cytological organization
and circuitry associated with the ventral and dorsal posterior
cingulate (Vogt and Laureys, 2005). Interestingly, Vogt and
Laureys suggest that ventral posterior cingulate may play
a greater role in emotional processing than does dorsal
posterior cingulate, through connections with anterior
cingulate cortex. With respect to the precuneus, Cavanna
and Trimble (2006) make an anterior (y closer to 60) vs
posterior (y closer to 70) distinction, and their review
suggests that more anterior regions tend to be found in
studies of self-processing [see Table 4 in Cavanna and
Trimble (2006)] and more posterior regions are more likely
to be found in studies of episodic retrieval [see Table 3 in
Cavanna and Trimble (2006)]. These reviews indicate that
both dorsal/ventral and anterior/posterior differences will be
of interest in future investigations of the role of medial
posterior cortex.
In short, the double dissociation between medial PFC
and anterior/inferior medial posterior areas and our two
self-reflection conditions indicates that these brain areas
serve somewhat different functions during self-focus. There
are a number of interesting possibilities that remain to be
sorted out. Differential activity in these anterior medial and
posterior medial regions as a function of the types of agendas
participants were asked to think about could reflect:
(i) differences in the representational content in the specific
features of agendas, schemas, possible selves and so forth that
constitute hopes and aspirations on the one hand and duties
and obligations on the other (cf. Luu and Tucker, 2004);
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(ii) differences in the type(s) of component processes these
agendas are likely to engage and/or the representational
content they are likely to activate, for example, discovering
new possibilities (hopes) vs retrieving episodic memories
(e.g. Maddock et al., 2001) of past commitments (duties);
(iii) differences in affective significance of hopes and
aspirations (attaining the positive) and duties and obligations (avoiding the negative, Higgins, 1997; 1998);
(iv) different aspects of the subjective experience of self,
such as the subjective experience of control (an instrumental
self) vs the subjective experience of awareness (an experiential self; Johnson, 1991; Johnson and Reeder, 1997;
compare, e.g. Searle, 1992 and Weiskrantz, 1997, vs
Shallice, 1978 and Umilta, 1988); (v) differences in the
social significance of hopes and aspirations (more individual)
and duties and obligations (involving others). This last
possibility is suggested by findings linking the posterior
cingulate with taking the perspective of another (Jackson
et al., 2006). It may be that thinking about duties and
obligations (a more outward focus) tends to involve more
perspective-taking than does thinking about hopes and
aspirations (a more inward focus). The greater number of
mental/emotional references from the promotion group on
the pre-scan essay and the tendency for a greater number of
references to others from the prevention group are
consistent with the hypothesis that medial PFC activity is
associated with a more inward focus whereas posterior
cingulate/precuneus activity is associated with a more
outward, social focus. Clarifying the basis of the similarities
and differences between neural activation associated with
thinking about hopes and aspirations vs duties and
obligations would begin to help differentiate the relative
roles of brain regions in different types of self-reflective
processing.
Finally, the present findings suggest more specific target
regions for investigating the impact of various types of selfreflection and distraction in clinical compared with nonclinical populations in future studies. Many psychological
disorders appear to involve disruption of the sense of self,
for example, a loss of agency or ownership of ideas
(schizophrenia), loss of control of emotions (anxiety,
depression) or unstable self-image (borderline personality
disorder). Exploration of potential differential disruption
in dorsomedial, medial and ventromedial PFC and identifiable posterior cingulate/precuneus components of a selfreflection/self-regulation circuit in these clinical populations
should yield further information about the relative
contributions of these regions to self-reflection and selfregulation, and to cognition and emotion more generally.
Procedure
Experiment 1 was a 2 (condition: self-reflection, distraction)  2 (focus: prevention, promotion) mixed design,
with condition manipulated within subjects and focus

Medial frontal and posterior cortex during self-reflection
manipulated between subjects. Participants were 19 healthy
young adults (14 female, M age ¼ 21.3 years, range ¼ 18–27
years). Before entering the scanner, participants spent an
average of 7 min (range ¼ 5–9 min) writing an essay on
either their hopes and aspirations (promotion focus condition,
n ¼ 9) or duties and obligations (prevention focus condition,
n ¼ 10). About 10 min later, during a structural scan,
participants were asked to think further about their essay
(4 min) and encouraged to elaborate on their hopes and
aspirations (or duties and obligations). Participants next
engaged in an unrelated cognitive task (25 min), the results
of which will be reported in a separate paper. Finally, they
engaged in the self-reflection and distraction tasks as
functional MRI data were collected. As in rumination
induction experiments (e.g. Nolen-Hoeksema, 2004), participants were told that they would see short phrases and that
they should ‘focus on the idea expressed by the phrase and
use your imagination to visualize or think about the
idea . . . think about the idea for the entire time it is
shown’. On each trial, they saw one of the two self-reflection
cues (hopes and aspirations or duties and obligations,
depending on their group) or a distraction cue, randomly
intermixed. Distraction cues were adapted from those of
Nolen-Hoeksema (2004; e.g. polar bears fishing, pattern on
oriental rug, shape of USA). The same 12 distraction cues
were used for all participants.
In Experiment 2, the participants did not write an essay in
advance of the scan; they were simply instructed while in
the scanner to think about the ideas suggested by the cues.
Experiment 2 was a within-subjects design (N ¼ 11 healthy
young adults, 8 females, M age ¼ 20.8 years, range ¼ 18–26
years) in which trials of the three cue types—hopes and
aspirations (promotion), duties and obligations (prevention),
and distraction (e.g. polar bears fishing)—were randomly
intermixed.
In both experiments, each trial was 18 s, with the cue
shown for 14 s and a crosshair shown throughout a 4 s ITI.
In Experiment 1, there were two runs of 12 trials each (six
trials each of self-reflection and distraction pseudo-randomly intermixed). In Experiment 2, there were three runs
of 12 trials each (four trials each of promotion self-reflection,
prevention self-reflection and distraction pseudo-randomly
intermixed). Thus, in both experiments there were 12 trials
(108 images) per participant per condition. All participants
were paid, and informed consent was obtained from each.
The Human Investigation Committee of Yale University
Medical School approved the protocol.
Anatomical images were acquired for each participant
using a 1.5T Siemens Sonata scanner at the Magnetic
Resonance Research Center at Yale University. Functional
scans were acquired with a single-shot echoplanar gradientecho pulse sequence (TR ¼ 2000 ms, TE ¼ 35 ms, flip
angle ¼ 808, FOV ¼ 24). The oblique axial slices (26 in
Experiment 1, 24 in Experiment 2) were 3.8 mm thick with
an in-plane resolution of 3.75  3.75 mm; they were aligned
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with the AC–PC line. Each run began with 12 blank seconds
to allow tissue to reach steady state magnetization, and was
followed by a 1 min rest interval. One volume was collected
every 2 s, or nine full brain scans for each trial (108 images
per participant per condition in each experiment).
fMRI analyses
Data were motion-corrected using a six-parameter automated algorithm (AIR; Woods et al., 1992). A 12-parameter
AIR algorithm was used to co-register participants’ images
to a common reference brain. Data were mean-normalized
across time and participants and spatially smoothed (3D,
8 mm FWHM gaussian kernel). The data were analysed
using NeuroImaging Software (NIS; Laboratory for Clinical
Cognitive Neuroscience, University of Pittsburgh, and the
Neuroscience of Cognitive Control Laboratory, Princeton
University). We used analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
Participant as a random factor and all other factors fixed.
Figure 1A and B shows anterior and posterior medial brain
regions from Experiment 1 showing Condition (selfreflection, distraction) X Time (within trial, scans 1–9)
interactions with a minimum of six contiguous voxels, each
significant at P < 0.00001, and Figure 1C and D shows
anterior and posterior medial regions identified as showing
Focus (prevention, promotion) X Condition X Time
interactions, six contiguous voxels, P < 0.01 (Forman et al.,
1995). For Experiment 2, anterior and posterior medial brain
regions were first identified from Condition (promotion,
prevention, distraction)  Time interactions with a minimum of six contiguous voxels, each significant at P < 0.001.
(The P-values used reflect the fact that the power to identify
regions varies with the number of factors in the design,
e.g. two way vs three way interactions, and the number
of participants: N ¼ 19 in Experiment 1 and N ¼ 11 in the
Experiment 2 replication.) Because the outcome of
Experiment 1 suggested that there might be a difference in
the pattern of activity across conditions in different regions
of mPFC and PCC, in Experiment 2 these two regions were
separated into subregions along the z-dimension. Timelines
for the most superior and most inferior areas are shown in
Figure 2. Subsequent comparisons between conditions were
conducted on percent change from time 1 at times 5–7. For
both experiments, F-maps were transformed to Talairach
space using AFNI (Cox, 1996), and areas of activation were
localized using AFNI and Talairach Daemon software
(Lancaster et al., 1997) as well as manually checked with
the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) or Duvernoy (1999)
atlases. Timecourses in figures show percent change in
BOLD signal value from Time 1 within trial.
Pre-scan essays (Experiment 1)
Pre-scan essays from Experiment 1 were scored for the
following coding categories: mention of mental activities or
emotional responses (e.g. think, decided, happy, worry);
nouns (growth, school, job, consumer); verbs (buy, avoid,
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achieve); to be verbs (was, been, am, is); quantities (enough,
some, more than, a lot); adjectives (honest, healthy,
independent, silly); others (parents, friends, peers, teacher);
time (as a child, in the future, now, this summer); explicit
reference to the self (I, my, me); miscellaneous (and, but,
about, also).
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